
Montford Drive 
Parking & Circulation Study



Previous Studies

Park & Woodlawn Area Plan (2013)
Park Road Corridor Study (2011)
Central District Plan (1993)
Park Road Corridor Plan (1992)
South District Plan (1991)
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In the works…
Ped Connection across Woodlawn

Over 1500+ Multi-Family Units

Park Road Improvements
- Ped refuge/cut-through at Montford
- Lengthening of turn lanes approaching Woodlawn

Cross Charlotte Trail

Signalized Intersection at Mockingbird Ln/Park Rd
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Continued Momentum……
Looking ahead from the Area Plan and what we learned

- Challenges for the area include
- Limited locations for new development
- Limited east/west connectivity
- Limited connections in and around Montford Drive area
- Traffic congestion
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- Opportunities for the area include
- Improved mobility and connectivity for all users 
- Implement greenways, parks, and plazas as new development takes place
- Connections from neighborhoods to activity centers like Montford Drive
- Enhancing the quality of life



Parking & Circulation Study

Purpose

To look closer and evaluate parking and network related issues (including vehicular connectivity 
and pedestrian connectivity) in and around Montford Drive

Provide opportunities and better connections between the Montford corridor and the 
surrounding streets and neighborhoods

Gain an understanding of implementation strategies

Re-evaluate Montford Drive for potential street improvements based on the cross section 
developed in the area plan
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Follow up to the Area Plan based on what we heard



Study Area
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Study area limits are 
bounded by Park Road, 
Woodlawn Road, 
Mockingbird Lane, and 
Little Sugar Creek

Area Plan encompassed 
2000+ acres, we’re looking 
at connecting 43 of those.



Existing Conditions
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What we know…..
Parking Data
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A parking system is typically considered to be at a critical 

capacity when occupancies are between 85-90%. When a 

system experiences occupancies greater than 85-90%, 

users can become frustrated finding the remaining 

available spaces scattered throughout the system.

The parking system as a whole experiences the greatest occupancy during the 

weekday, peaking at noon with a 52% occupancy.

A few of the parking facilities within the study area operate at or near effective 

capacity, including Park Towne Village at 90% occupied during peak hours

Room on adjacent properties and roadways for additional parking that can be 

utilized by the overall study area.

Potential for up to 50 on-street parking spaces on Abbey Place

Grubb Development will include 56 on-street parking spaces and an additional 42 

private street parking spaces

Understanding the trends…….Ridesharing (Uber, Lyft, etc.)



Pop Up Survey
Survey Says……..
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1) Great Food/Drink, Variety of Dining/Entertainment Options, Location, Local Businesses, Walkability 

Summary of results from Jan 14 & Jan 26 Pop Up Surveys
Over 100 responses (including MPP meeting results)

2)       Own Vehicle (38%), Friend/Family, (35%), Uber/Taxi (20%), Walk (3%), Bike (2%), Public Transit (1%)

3)     Most mentioned to least mentioned - Drive own vehicle, Walk, Carpool, Bike, Uber/Taxi, Transit

4)       Average Response 6 on scale of 1-10

5)       Highest to lowest ranking - Better Access/Connections, Improved Parking, Improved Sidewalks, Uber/Taxi 

Drop-Off, Improved Street Lighting, Bike Lanes, Landscaping

6)       Most mentioned to least mentioned - Park Towne Village/Park Rd, Cross Charlotte Trail, Across Park Rd, 

Across Woodlawn, South to Abbey Pl

7)       More – 89%, Less – 11%

8) Most mentioned to least mentioned - 1-2 times/month, 3 or more times/month, once/week, 2 or more 

times/week, seldom, daily
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This graphic highlights 

existing connections as 

well as potential 

connections and the 

approximate times 

associated with each.

Typical walk circle radius 

is .25 miles or a 5 

minute walk, but 

measured as a straight 

line

Study Area Walkability
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Circulation
How do you get to where you’re going?
Connect the sidewalk gaps

Create a safer pedestrian and bicycle environment

Make the obvious connections (ex. Montford to Abbey via stub street)

Reduce pedestrian/bicycle and car conflict points (ex. Consolidate driveways)

Look at the study area holistically 

Connect future amenities (Cross Charlotte Trail)

Locate wayfinding opportunities

Make Montford walkable

“Park Once” mentality
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Now, the fun stuff…

Priority Pyramid

What Makes a Great Place?

Comment Wall

Exercises:
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Recap…..
Next Steps  
- City will meet and synthesize results and further analyze  recommendations
- Develop street design alternatives based on your input for Montford drive
- Present recommendations for parking and circulation as well as concepts 

for Montford Drive at the next workshop

Q & A


